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Systematic study of the Ib diatomic molecules Cu2, Ag2, and Au2 using advanced relativistic
density functionals

S. Varga, E. Engel,* W.-D. Sepp, and B. Fricke
Fachbereich Physik, Universita¨t Kassel, D-34109 Kassel, Germany

~Received 11 January 1999!

In this paper we present results of four-component relativistic density-functional calculations for diatomic
molecules with heavy constituents. The fully relativistic treatment of the electron kinematics is used for a
consistent examination of the importance of gradient and relativistic corrections to the exchange-correlation
energy functional. In agreement with recent scalar relativistic calculations, we find that relativistic corrections
to exchange-correlation functionals give no significant contribution to the binding properties of the investigated
diatomic molecules. On the other hand, the effect of gradient terms is sizable, leading to a clear improvement
of dissociation energies over the standard local-density approximation. The usefulness of gradient contribu-
tions in the high-Z regime is nevertheless somewhat questioned by the fact that they overcorrect the small
errors in bond lengths found with the local-density approximation.@S1050-2947~99!04506-0#

PACS number~s!: 31.15.Ew, 31.15.Ar, 31.30.Jv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Density-functional theory~DFT! is a powerful tool for the
discussion of ground-state properties of atomic and mole
lar systems@1,2#. The quality of DFT results depends on th
actually applied form of the exchange-correlation~xc! en-
ergy functionalExc@n# which provides an effective single
particle description of the xc effects. In general, semilocal
functionals based on the gradient expansion, the so-ca
generalized gradient approximations~GGAs!, significantly
improve results over the standard local-density approxim
tion ~LDA !. In the nonrelativistic regime both the superi
performance of the GGA and the competitiveness of D
methods with conventionalab initio many-body approache
have been impressively demonstrated in@2#.

On the other hand, when one deals with atomic and m
lecular systems in which very heavy elements are involve
relativistic description is required. This may be achieved
ther via a fully relativistic four-component formalism o
within a weakly relativistic approximation, via a two- or on
component description based on the decoupling of the la
and small spinor components. However, relativistic corr
tions not only arise in the context of the kinetic energy fun
tional Ts@n#, but, in principle, also affect the form of th
xc-energy functional. Note that the relativistic correction
the xc energy consists of two contributions: On the one ha
insertion of a self-consistent relativistic density intoExc@n#
gives a different result than insertion of a self-consistent n
relativistic density. This effect, which arises from the relat
istic treatment ofTs , is also present for nonrelativistic rep
resentations ofExc@n#. The second contribution, which i
examined here, results from the modification of the fun
tional form ofExc@n# due to the relativistic kinematics of th
electrons and the~retarded! Breit contribution to the
electron-electron interaction.

*Present address: Sektion Physik, Universita¨t München, Ther-
esienstrasse 37/IV, D-80333 Mu¨nchen, Germany.
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The relativistic form of the LDA~RLDA! for exchange
has been known for a long time@3,4# and the dominant cor-
rection for the LDA correlation is also available@5,6#. How-
ever, for atoms it was demonstrated@7,6# that the RLDA by
far overestimates the relativistic corrections to the xc ener
in particular for the transverse~retarded Breit! exchange. As
a consequence, recently also the GGA concept has been
tended to the relativistic domain@8#, providing explicit rela-
tivistic forms ~RGGAs! for the most widely used GGAs by
Becke @9# and Perdew@10#. By comparison with exact
exchange-only results@11,6# as well as second-order Mo” ller-
Plesset data, it was shown@8# that these RGGAs give muc
more realistic xc energies and xc potentials for high-Z atoms.

However, the relativistic corrections to the function
form of Exc@n# are directly relevant only in the high-densit
regime, i.e., for the innermost~core! orbitals. Thus the ques
tion arises to what extent these contributions actually aff
molecular properties. A first study of the impact of relativi
tic corrections toExc on the band structures of Pt and A
exhibited small but nevertheless non-negligible effects@12#.
However, while in these calculationsTs was treated fully
relativistically, the RLDA was used forExc which may have
led to an overestimation. More recently, both the RLDA a
the RGGA were applied to diatomic molecules@13#. It was
found that the relativistic contributions in the xc function
have only a marginal impact on the binding properties
small molecules. However, these calculations were base
a scalar relativistic form ofTs ~neglecting spin-orbit cou-
pling! and only the exchange part of the RGGA was
cluded. It is the aim of the present contribution to reexam
the findings of@13# within a fully relativistic framework. In
addition, we investigate the adequacy of the GGA conc
for dealing with very heavy constituents, which has recen
been questioned in a study of the cohesive properties ofd
transition metals@14#.

II. THEORY

Relativistic density-functional theory~RDFT!, first intro-
duced by Rajagopal@15,3#, may be established in a system
4288 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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atic fashion on the basis of quantum electrodynam
@16,17#. The basic quantity in RDFT is the ground-state fou
current densityj n(rW). While in the most general situationj n

also contains vacuum polarization contributions, these qu
tum electrodynamical effects are irrelevant for molecu
electronic structure calculations, so that here we restrict o
selves to the no-pair limit of RDFT from the very outset. T
four current is then represented in terms ofN discrete auxil-
iary single-particle spinorsck ,

j n~rW !5~ j 0, jW !, ~1!

j 0~rW !5n~rW !5 (
2mc2,ek<eF

ck
†~rW !ck~rW !, ~2!

jW~rW !5 (
2mc2,ek<eF

ck
†~rW !aW ck~rW !. ~3!

The no-pair approximation not only eliminates the need
renormalization for the divergent vacuum contributions toj n,
but also for the total energy functionalE@ j # which is decom-
posed as

E@ j #5Ts@ j #1Eext@ j #1EH@ j #1Exc@ j #. ~4!

HereTs represents the kinetic energy of the auxiliary ‘‘pa
ticles,’’

Ts5 (
2mc2,ek<eF

E d3rck
†~rW !

3@2 icaW •¹W 1~b21!mc2#ck~rW !, ~5!

Eext the external potential energy,

Eext5E d3r j 0~rW !vext~rW !, ~6!

EH is the direct electronic Hartree energy,

EH5
e2

2 E drWE drW8
j n~rW ! j n~rW8!

urW2rW8u
, ~7!

andExc denotes the exchange-correlation energy.EH as well
asExc consist of longitudinal~Coulomb! and transverse~re-
tarded Breit! components. However, for closed-shell syste
~as the diatomic molecules considered here! the spatial com-
ponents ofj n and thus the transverse contribution toEH van-
ish due to time-reversal symmetry. In addition, the transve
Hartree energy is very small for neutral open-shell atoms~for
atomic Au it amounts to20.2531026 hartrees). We will
thus neglect this energy in the following. Note thatjW50W does
not imply that the transverse xc energy also vanishes~for
atomic Hg the transverse exchange energy is as larg
22 hartrees).

All relativistic xc functionals developed so far are fun
tionals of the densityn only. This is immediately clear for
the RLDA, as jW vanishes for the relativistic homogeneo
electron gas~HEG!, which is the basis for the RLDA. Bu
also the relativistic forms of the GGA have been construc
s
-
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r
r-

r

s
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as functionals ofn only @8#, which is legitimate in view of
the fact that, for systems not subject to external magn
fields, jW can be understood as a functional ofn @6,17#. As a
consequence, the completeE@ j # reduces to a functional o
only the density,E@n#. Minimization ofE@n# with respect to
the auxiliary orbitalsck leads to the relativistic Kohn-Sham
equations~RKS!,

$@2 icaW •¹W 1~b21!mc2#1vext~rW !1vH~rW !1vxc~rW !%ck

5ekck , ~8!

wherevext represents the interaction of the electrons with
nuclear chargesZa ,

vext~rW !52(
a

E Zae2n~rW !

uRW a2rWu
d3r , ~9!

andvH is the electronic Coulomb~Hartree! potential,

vH~rW !5e2E n~rW8!

urW2rW8u
drW8. ~10!

Finally, vxc is the xc potential, which is defined as the fun
tional derivative of the xc energy functional with respect
n,

vxc~rW !5
dExc@n#

dn~rW !
. ~11!

For Exc@n# we have examined several combinations. F
the nonrelativistic LDA the standard exchange is combin
with the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair~VWN! @18# parametrization for
correlation. Accordingly, the RLDA for the exchange ener
@3,4# is used with a relativistic version of the VWN func
tional @14#, in which the relativistic corrections are taken in
account on the level of the random-phase approxima
~RPA!,

Exc
RLDA@n#5E d3r @ex

HEG~n!Fx,0~b!1ec
VWN~n!Fc,0

RPA~b!#,

~12!

where

ex
HEG~n!52

3~3p2!1/3e2

4p
n4/3; b5

~3p2n!1/3

mc
, ~13!

and the relativistic correction factorsF are given by

Fx,0~b!512
3

2 FA11b2

b
2

arcsinh~b!

b2 G , ~14!

Fc,0
RPA~b!5

11a1b3 ln~b!1a2b41a3~11b2!2b4

11b1b3 ln~b!1b2b41b3@A ln~b!1B#b7

~15!

@for the coefficientsai , bi see Table I;A5(12 ln 2)/p2 and
B520.2037 are known from the nonrelativistic high-dens
limit #. For the gradient corrected exchange functionals
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have used both the Becke~B88! @9# and the Perdew-Wang
~PW91! @10# form as well as their relativistic extension
~RPW91,RB88! @8#,

Ex
RGGA5E d3rex

HEG~n!@Fx,0~b!1gx
GGA

„n,~¹W n!2
…Fx,2~b!#.

~16!

The relativistic correction factorFx,2 contains both a longi-
tudinal and a transverse component,Fx,25Fx,2

L 1Fx,2
T ,

Fx,2
L 5

11a1
Lb21a2

Lb4

11b1
Lb21b2

Lb4 , Fx,2
T 5

a1
Tb21a2

Tb4

11b1
Tb21b2

Tb4 ~17!

~parameters in Table I!. The ~R!B88 GGA has been aug
mented by the 86 version of Perdew’s GGA for correlati
@19#, while in the case of~R!PW91 the appropriate PW91
GGA for correlation@10# is added. In the latter case also th
relevance of relativistic corrections to the correlation fun
tional is investigated, utilizing a semiempirical relativist
extension of the PW91-GGA@8#,

Ec
RGGA@n#5E d3rec

GGA
„n,~¹W n!2

…Fc
GGA~b!, ~18!

with Fc
GGA being of the same form asFx,2

L .

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

In our linear combination of atomic orbitals~LCAO! ap-
proach the molecular RKS spinorsck are expanded in nu
merical, atom-centered, Dirac spinorsjm ,

ck~rW !5 (
mnkm

ck
mnkmjm

nkm~rW !,

jm
nkm~rW !5

1

r S f m
nk~r !Y k

m~V!

igm
nk~r !Y2k

m ~V!
D ~19!

with f ,g being the radial parts of the large and small spin
components andm denoting themth orbital with main quan-
tum numbern and magnetic quantum numberm ~i.e.,m goes
through all centers in the molecule of interest!. k is the stan-
dard angular momentum quantum number

TABLE I. Parameter sets for the relativistic correction facto
~15, 17, 18! of the RLDA and RPW91-GGA~the corresponding
values for RB88 are essentially identical—compare@8#!.

Exchange Correlation
Fx,2

L Fx,2
T Fc,0

RPA Fc
GGA

Parameter PW91 PW91 LDA PW91

a1 2.2156 3.5122 22.44968 1.9407
a2 0.66967 0.62525 1.91853 0.14435
a3 0.0718854
b1 1.3267 1.3313 21.59583 0.28142
b2 0.79420 0.10066 1.29176 0.004723
b3 0.364044
-

r

k5H 2~ j 11/2!52~ l 11! for j 5 l 11/2

j 11/25 l for j 5 l 21/2.
~20!

The RKS equations~8! can then be recast as an algebra
eigenvalue problem,

Hc5eSc, ~21!

with the matrix elements of the RKS single-particle Ham
tonian in Eq.~8! abbreviated byH and the overlap matrix by
S.

All matrix elements in Eq.~21! are evaluated with the
numerical multicenter integration scheme by Baerends@20#.
To reduce the singularities of the relativistic orbitals orig
nating from the nuclear potential at the origin, mesh poi
and weights are shifted towards smallerr values. This leads
to an accuracy of 1027 even for the most critical matrix
elements.

The most time-consuming step in the self-consistent so
tion of Eq.~21! is the calculation of the Hartree potential an
energy. For our numerically given basis functions, direct u
of Eqs.~10! and ~7! with the density~2! would require two
subsequent three-dimensional integrations on the full in
gration grid. To simplify these integrations we use a spec
variationally consistent density fit procedure@21#. Decom-
posing the electronic density into a dominant contributionñ,
whose componentsf a are spherical with respect to one of th
atomic centers in the molecule, and a remaindernn,

n~rW !5ñ~rW !1nn~rW !; ñ~rW !5(
a

f a~ urW2RW au!, ~22!

with

E d3rñ~rW !5E d3rn~rW !5N,

leads to a corresponding decomposition ofvH andEH ,

vH~rW !5 ṽH~rW !1e2E nn~rW8!

urW2rW8u
d3r 8;

ṽH~rW !5e2E ñ~rW8!

urW2rW8u
d3r 8, ~23!

EH5ẼH1nEH , ~24!

ẼH5E ṽH~rW !n~rW !drW2
e2

2 E E ñ~rW !ñ~rW8!

urW2rW8u
d3rd3r 8,

~25!

nEH5
e2

2 E E nn~rW !nn~rW8!

urW2rW8u
d3rd3r 8. ~26!

Both ṽH and ẼH are easily evaluated, so that we neglectvH

2 ṽH and nEH in our calculations in order to enhance th
computational efficiency. The form ofñ, i.e., of the f a , is
determined by minimizingnEH and thus the error induce
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by neglect ofvH2 ṽH andnEH . The details of this modified
numerical integration scheme and the density fit proced
may be found in@22#.

In all molecular calculations we use energy-adjusted b
functions. In a first step we calculate the Born-Oppenheim
energy surface with a minimal basis set in order to determ
the energy minimum. This minimal basis set consists of j
the valencens orbitals (n54,5,6 for Cu, Ag, Au!, i.e., of the
orbitals present in the atomic ground state. At the result
energy minimum we addp orbitals of slightly ionized atoms
In view of the exponentially decayingvxc of both the LDA
and the GGA, the ionization is required for obtaining bou
unoccupied valence states. The degree of ionization is
sequently varied to determine that value which minimiz
the molecular energy. Increasing~decreasing! the degree of
ionization shifts the maxima of thep orbitals inward~out-
ward!, so that in this procedure these maxima are moved
the bonding region. This procedure is repeated ford orbitals.
The final optimized basis sets are listed in Table II for t
three elements Cu, Ag, and Au.

To evaluate the binding energy one has to subtract
total energies of the atoms from the molecular values.
contrast to the molecular calculations, the minimal basis
appropriate for the calculation of the atomic reference en
gies. All atomic data were also obtained with our molecu
code, i.e., on the same numerical grid. In doing so we h
to cancel numerical errors as much as possible. Howeve
is important to note that this implies the use of the LD
GGA, rather than the corresponding spin-density function
for the atomic ground states with their unpaireds electrons.

Finally, we remark that the gradient corrections have b
treated in a perturbative fashion, the reason being the
that a self-consistent solution of the RKS equations~8! in the
case of the~R!GGA requires the second derivatives of t
density. The highly accurate evaluation of the second der

TABLE II. Optimized atomic basis sets for the diatomic m
lecular calculations. ID is the degree of ionization.

Minimal ID of ID of
n basis np orbitals nd orbitals

Cu 4 s 1.5 4.0
Ag 5 s 1.5 4.0
Au 6 s 2.0 5.5
re
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r
e
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tives within our calculational scheme~using numerical basis
functions! is rather time-consuming. On the other hand, t
xc energy only depends on the density and its first gradi
which is much easier to evaluate and much more stable.
have thus solved the RKS equations~21! on the ~R!LDA
level. Subsequently, we have inserted the RLDA density
its gradient into the GGA functionals to calculate the to
energy. This procedure has been applied by various aut
in the nonrelativistic case@1,23#. Comparison to fully self-
consistent results~where these are available! demonstrates its
adequacy~see, e.g.,@9,1# and Sec. IV B!. For all calculations
we have used point nuclei andc5137.036 a.u.

IV. RESULTS

A. Atomic results

Before concentrating on the molecular calculations,
first check the accuracy of our numerical method in t
atomic situation. For this purpose we compare our res
with data obtained with a fully numerical, finite differenc
code for closed-subshell~spherical! atoms@6#. Evaluated on
radial grids of 800 mesh points, the finite difference resu
can serve as exact reference numbers. A detailed ana
shows that the data from the two codes are very close.
the gold atom, the eigenvalues of all relevant orbit
(1s1/2-6s1/2) differ by less than 0.04 mhartrees~on the LDA
level!.

Table III shows some energy components~evaluated per-
turbatively in the case of the GGA!. While the total energies
differ by less than 0.1 mhartrees in the case of the RLD
we find a deviation of less than 0.2 mhartree for the RGG
even for the heaviest atom, gold. Most of this error is p
sumably accumulated in the core region, so that we exp
the numerical errors in our energy surfaces to be clearly
low 0.01 eV. Note, however, that the systematic error int
duced by neglectingvH2 ṽH andnEH does not show up for
the spherical atomic densities considered here.

B. Molecular results

In Tables IV–VI we present the spectroscopic consta
which we have obtained for Cu2 , Ag2, and Au2 with various
xc functionals. For comparison, the results of two scal
relativistic calculations are also listed. Van Lentheet al. @24#
have used a scaled~gauge invariant! zeroth-order regular ap
data

78
7

26
21
05
89
TABLE III. xc-energy components and total energy of copper, silver, and gold: Comparison of
obtained with the molecular code~MC! with highly accurate atomic reference results~AC! ~the RGGA values
have been calculated by insertion of RLDA densities into the RGGA!. RGGA refers to thex/c combination
RB88/P86~all energies in hartrees!.

2Ex 2Ec 2Etot

RLDA RGGA RLDA RGGA RLDA RGGA

Cu AC 60.93336 65.67777 2.57508 1.52864 1650.92180 1654.619
MC 60.93334 65.67776 2.57508 1.52864 1650.92179 1654.6197

Ag AC 132.97413 143.21019 4.52446 2.81339 5305.53427 5314.059
MC 132.97412 143.21017 4.52446 2.81336 5305.53425 5314.059

Au AC 307.09099 335.73223 8.50599 5.48120 18998.83460 19024.451
MC 307.09099 335.73233 8.50599 5.48105 18998.83449 19024.450
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proximation~ZORA! one-electron Hamiltonian. In this wor
the gradient corrections have been added perturbatively a
our calculations. In contrast, Mayeret al. @13# have included
the gradient terms self-consistently, using a second-o
Douglas-Kroll scheme forTs . Both methods neglect spin
orbit coupling explicitly, while spin-orbit coupling is inher
ently included in our four-component approach.

Each of the tables is structured in the following way:
the first row ~t! the treatment of the kinetic energyTs is
characterized, with R denoting fully relativistic and SR d
noting scalar-relativistic calculations. The columns labe
with x and c indicate which exchange and correlation fu
tionals are used. The bond distancesRe , dissociation ener-
gies De , and vibrational frequenciesv have been obtained
by fitting the numerical energy surface to a Morse potent
In the case ofDe , two types of data are distinguished: Whi
for the scalar-relativistic calculations without spin-orbit co
pling the spin-dependent~sp! versions of the LDA and GGA
have been utilized@25#, our fully relativistic approach is
based on the unpolarized~up! forms of these functionals
Although this conceptual difference does not affect
ground-state energies of the dimers considered here, it l
to significant shifts in the corresponding atomic ground-st
energies, and thus inDe . Its size can be estimated from

TABLE IV. Bond length, bond distance, and frequency fro
various molecular calculations for Cu2: Present work~pw! in com-
parison to scalar relativistic results and experimental data.

Functional Re De (up) De (sp) v
t x c ~Bohr! ~eV! ~eV! (cm21) Ref.

R RLDA RLDA 4.09 3.65 ~3.24! 301 pw
SR RLDA RLDA 4.05 2.85 306 @13#

SR RLDA RLDA 4.06 2.77 298 @24#

R RB88 RLDA 4.29 2.72 265 pw
R B88 LDA 4.29 2.72 265 pw
R RB88 P86 4.20 3.21 ~2.73! 283 pw
R RPW91 RPW91 4.21 3.27 282 pw
R PW91 PW91 4.20 3.27 283 pw
SR B88 P86 4.16 2.27 285 @13#

SR B88 P86 4.18 2.19 272 @24#

Expt. 4.20 2.05 265 @27#

TABLE V. As Table IV for Ag2.

Functional Re De (up) De (sp) v
t x c ~Bohr! ~eV! ~eV! (cm21) Ref.

R RLDA RLDA 4.78 2.84 ~2.51! 207 pw
SR RLDA RLDA 4.73 2.25 209 @13#

SR RLDA RLDA 4.69 2.28 208 @24#

R RB88 RLDA 5.02 1.96 175 pw
R B88 LDA 5.02 1.96 175 pw
R RB88 P86 4.91 2.39 ~1.99! 191 pw
R RPW91 RPW91 4.91 2.45 193 pw
R PW91 PW91 4.90 2.45 193 pw
SR B88 P86 4.87 1.67 185 @13#

SR B88 P86 4.84 1.71 183 @24#

Expt. 4.78 1.66 192 @27#
in

er

-
d
-

l.

e
ds
e

strictly nonrelativistic DFT calculations, combining a spi
dependent treatment ofTs with either the sp or the up ver
sions of the LDA/GGA. For instance, for Cu the sp groun
state energy is 0.20 eV lower than the up energy in the c
of the LDA. This difference increases to 0.24 eV for th
B88/P86-GGA. Adding these corrections to the up dissoc
tion energies yields the numbers in parentheses~this proce-
dure is often used to correct for spin-polarized atomic grou
states — see, e.g.,@26#!. Note that the bond lengths and ze
point energies are not affected by this conceptual probl
so that theRe and v values allow for a more serious com
parison between the different calculations.

First of all, we examine the relevance of the relativis
corrections to the xc functionals for molecular data. The
combinations B88/LDA and PW91/PW91 have been appl
both in their nonrelativistic and their relativistic forms
Looking at the resulting spectroscopic constants, all th
dimers confirm the conclusion of Mayeret al. @13# that rela-
tivistic corrections toExc@n# are irrelevant for molecular
properties, their maximum impact being a shift of 0.01 Bo
in Re . We will thus identify the relativistic and nonrelativ
istic forms of all xc functionals in the following.

Next, we compare the scalar and fully relativistic resu
For each dimer both the RLDA and the B88/P86-GGA ha
been used by van Lentheet al. @24#, Mayeret al. @13#, and in
the present study. Van Lentheet al. and Mayeret al. essen-
tially agree for all spectroscopic parameters~within 0.04
Bohr for Re and 0.08 eV forDe), which emphasizes the
equivalence of the perturbative and the self-consistent tr
ment of the gradient terms. Our bond lengths, on the ot
hand, are 0.03–0.07 Bohr larger. This trend is somew
more pronounced for Ag2 than for Au2, so that it must be
attributed to our approximate treatment ofEH@n#, rather than
to the different handling of spin-orbit coupling. As explaine
earlier, a comparison of the corresponding dissociation e
gies is not straightforward. Nevertheless, including the s
contributions to atomic ground-state energies~obtained in
the strictly nonrelativistic limit! in a perturbative manner
one finds that our binding energies are more attractive t
the results of@24# and @13#: For Cu2 and Au2 our De’s are
roughly 0.45 eV larger, for Ag2 0.3 eV. For all three dimers
these differences are essentially independent of the xc fu
tional used, which is a clear hint that the combined neglec

TABLE VI. As Table IV for Au2.

Functional Re De (up) De (sp) v
t x c ~Bohr! ~eV! ~eV! (cm21) Ref.

R RLDA RLDA 4.69 3.65 ~3.34! 201 pw
SR RLDA RLDA 4.65 2.92 191 @13#

SR RLDA RLDA 4.64 2.92 193 @24#

R RB88 RLDA 4.89 2.59 172 pw
R B88 LDA 4.88 2.60 172 pw
R RB88 P86 4.79 3.11 ~2.74! 187 pw
R RPW91 RPW91 4.79 3.17 187 pw
R PW91 PW91 4.78 3.19 188 pw
SR B88 P86 4.76 2.27 177 @13#

SR B88 P86 4.75 2.26 174 @24#

Expt. 4.67 2.30 191 @27#
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vH2 ṽH andnEH is responsible for these shifts inDe ~while
a minor contribution to the shifts could originate from th
different treatment of the spin and relativity!.

Finally, we analyze the importance of gradient correctio
to the xc energy. By successively adding in gradient corr
tions for exchange and correlation one finds that the
change GGA expands the bonds by roughly 0.2 Bohr, w
the correlation GGA reducesRe by about 0.1 Bohr. Accom-
panying effects are observed inDe and v. As the mixed
combination B88/LDA always clearly overestimatesRe ,
consistent inclusion of gradient corrections for both the x a
the c part of the xc functional seems mandatory.

In order to investigate the properties of gradient corr
tions in the high-Z regime, we thus focus on the x/c comb
nations B88/P86 and PW91/PW91. It is well known that,
general, the LDA underestimates bond lengths~and corre-
spondingly overestimates atomization energies and vi
tional frequencies! and that the GGA tends to correct the
errors. Our results for Cu2 are consistent with this genera
statement: With the LDA,Re is found to be roughly 0.1 Boh
too small andDe is about 1.2 eV too large~on the basis of
the sp values!. Using the GGAs these errors are reduced
about a factor of 2. However, for Ag2 and, in particular, for
Au2 the LDA gives bond lengths in rather good agreem
with experiment. Thus, while the GGA clearly improves th
quantity over the LDA for Cu2, it overcorrects the LDA’s
errors for Ag2 and Au2 ~leading to deviations of 2–3 % from
the experimentalRe). This neither depends on the speci
form of the GGA used~B88/P86 and PW91/PW91 give ver
similar results for all molecules considered here!, nor is it
due to our handling ofEH@n# ~the same observation can b
made for the scalar-relativistic results!. In fact, this finding is
in perfect agreement with the results of a recent study
metallic gold and platinum@14#. On the other hand, theDe’s
obtained with the GGAs for Ag2 and Au2 are definitively
closer to the experimental values than the LDA energies
ys

ys

nt
.

s
c-
x-
e

d

-

a-

y

t

f

V. CONCLUSION

The results for the Ib diatomic molecules Cu2 , Ag2, and
Au2 summarized in Tables IV–VI clearly show the quali
of relativistic DFT results available at present. In spite of t
remaining errors, these results demonstrate the predic
power of relativistic DFT calculations in the high-Z regime.
In fact, the highly relativistic system Au2 is as well described
as the weakly relativistic system Cu2. The relativistic DFT
approach thus seems particularly adequate for the descrip
of more complex molecular systems with very heavy co
stituents.

As far as the importance of relativistic corrections to t
xc-energy functional is concerned, our results support
conclusion of Mayeret al. @13#: While these corrections ar
sizable in the individual total energies of molecules and
oms, their contributions cancel out in dissociation energ
At least on the present level of sophistication, relativis
corrections to the xc-energy functional can be safely
glected in molecular calculations.

Finally, our results indicate that for molecules with ve
heavy constituents the GGA concept is not quite as succ
ful as for molecules with light constituents: While the ene
getics of all dimers considered here are improved by
GGA as compared with the LDA, the GGA overcorrects t
rather small errors of the LDA in the bond geometries~and
thus the vibrational frequencies! for Ag2 and, in particular,
for Au2. Although this aspect requires further confirmatio
by a large scale study of heavy molecules~including alsop
andd binding, where the spin-orbit splitting directly plays
role!, it presently seems that in the high-Z regime the LDA
gives more realistic bond lengths than the GGA.
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